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Industry Training Authority

Board Chair’s Message and Accountability Statement
Last year was one of significant change for the Industry Training Authority
(ITA). A new Board of Directors was appointed to support implementation
of a Transition Plan developed to respond to the McDonald Report
recommendations and in alignment with B.C.’s Skills for Jobs Blueprint.
ITA has transformed its approach to industry outreach, linking labour market
research and industry input to ensure evidence-based investment. Ten new
Sector Advisory Groups now allow industry leaders to provide strategic
advice on sectoral trades training. Four Industry Relations Managers are also
now in place, along with fifteen new regional Apprenticeship Advisors.
These new resources have enabled ITA to deepen connections with trades
training stakeholders, and provide crucial supports for apprentices.
ITA’s new Action Plan for LNG Trades Training is on track to respond to BC’s evolving liquefied
natural gas (LNG) sector. The newly developed Construction Craft Worker (CCW) program is BC’s
48th Red Seal trade, and will train workers for the most in-demand of the LNG occupations. With the
launch of the online Apprentice Job Match Tool, ITA and WorkBC are helping connect apprentices
with potential sponsors, and building the skilled workforce we need.
A continued focus on youth engagement has paid dividends. In 2014/15, ITA exceeded a key
performance target, with 57% of participants in Foundation programs continuing on to Apprenticeship
programs. More than 8,300 students got a first-hand look at trades careers, participating in hands-on
skilled trades activities at 31 Yes 2 It events around the province.
In 2014/15 ITA achieved, or was very close to achieving, five of the seven current performance
measures. 9,958 sponsors were registered in 2014/15, outstripping the 2013/14 levels and
dramatically exceeding the current target. While the ambitious target of 8,000 credentials issued was
not met, the 7,514 credentials that were issued well exceeded the 2013/14 number. Employer and
credential holder satisfaction with ITA credentials was also higher than the previous year, and the
Sponsor Value Index remained stable, although both performance measures narrowly missed the
2014/15 target. The effectiveness of ITA’s training delivery investment, measured by the capacity
utilization scores, actually exceeded the target for the second straight year.
The Industry Training Authority 2014/15 Annual Service Plan Report compares the corporation’s
actual results to the expected results identified in the ITA Service Plan 2014/15-2016/17. I am
accountable for those results as reported.

Gwyn Morgan, C.M.
Board Chair
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Purpose of the Organization
The Industry Training Authority (ITA) leads and coordinates British Columbia’s skilled trades
system. ITA works with employers, employees, industry, labour, training providers and government
to issue credentials, manage apprenticeships, set program standards, and increase opportunities in the
trades.
ITA’s mandate and accountabilities are defined in Part 3 of the Industry Training Authority Act, and
are elaborated annually through a letter of expectations signed by the board chair and the Minister of
Jobs, Tourism and Skills Training.

Strategic Direction and Context
Strategic Direction
ITA’s 2014/15 Government Letter of Expectations (GLE), signed January 28 (JTST) and February 13,
2014 (ITA), directed the Corporation to work closely with Government, training providers and
industry to implement initiatives identified in the September 2013 Skills and Training Action Plan for
BC, and directives issued in the June 2013, GLE. Specific focus was required on:
• Expanding opportunities for youth to start trades training prior to graduation, increasing the
number of K-12 graduates entering trades programs and creating a seamless path for students
from high school, through trades training and into the workforce.
• Improving online services and coaching supports, and implementing other apprenticeship
reforms designed to drive an increase in the number of apprentice completions and
employer/sponsor participation;
• Designing, evaluating and implementing flexible apprenticeship training initiatives;
• Developing and implementing competency-based assessment tools and processes to facilitate
domestic and offshore recruitment and certification of semi-skilled trades workers.
• Developing an LNG Action Plan;
• Delivering programs to increase the number of youth, aboriginal people, women and
immigrants accessing trades training throughout BC.
The GLE was followed by the Taxpayer Accountability Principles Addendum, signed by the Minister
and ITA’s newly constituted Board of Directors. The Addendum outlined the Board’s responsibilities
for ensuring implementation of the governance, accountability, cost control and other interests
elaborated in the Taxpayer Accountability Principles.

Strategic Context
On April 29, 2014, the BC government made public the McDonald Report, as part of the B.C.’s Skills
for Jobs Blueprint. Together, these documents set out a plan to develop a skilled workforce that is
ready to meet the challenges of BC’s expanding industry. The Industry Training Authority took
specific direction from these documents, and embarked on an ambitious realignment of their industry
relations functions, resources and programming to support McDonald Report recommendations and
Blueprint initiatives.
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The Corporation welcomed a new Board of Directors in May, 2014, to lead the changes needed to
strengthen the apprenticeship system. As recommended in the McDonald Report, ITA Executive
worked with the new Chair and Board to develop and implement a 90-Day Transition Plan that
outlined an approach to engage industry in the implementation of the Blueprint commitments and
remaining recommendations. The plan focused on four priority action areas:
1. Launch LNG Action Plan: In September, 2014, ITA released an Action Plan for LNG
Trades Training, developed in consultation with industry, and aligned with regional and
sectorial demands. The Plan contained eight confirmed and eight proposed actions to support
the trades training requirements of the LNG sector.
2. Re-Align Training Investment: ITA continues to work with government to develop and
establish a transparent process for making training investment decisions aligned with labour
market demand targets.
3. Transform Industry Relations: ITA has introduced a broader industry engagement approach
to ensure alignment of BC’s training system with industry demand. Ten new Sector Advisory
Groups – representing BC’s key industries – are in place, along with a new team of Industry
Relations Managers.
4. Enhance ITA Capability: Functions carried out by the Industry Training Organizations
(ITOs) were transferred into ITA by October 31, 2014. ITA now has 15 regional
Apprenticeship Advisors, including five with Aboriginal subject matter expertise. ITA will
also ensure that it has the capability needed to deliver on other government expectations.

Report on Performance
ITA’s performance closely matched the Government’s Letter of Expectations. The organization met,
exceeded or came close to meeting five of the seven performance measure outlined below. ITA
continues work to implement the Taxpayer Accountability Principles outlined in the addendum to the
Government’s Letter of Expectations. ITA’s Board and its entire staff have signed the updated Code
of Conduct and Conflict of Interest Policy. ITA continues to work closely with the Ministry of Jobs,
Tourism and Skills Training in developing and implementing initiatives linked to the Taxpayer
Accountability Principles.

Goals, Strategies, Measures and Targets
Goal 1:

Effectively represent the voice of industry within the BC skills training
system.

Strategies:
•

Expand our engagement strategy across the province to ensure, on an ongoing basis, a high
level of industry input to better inform the training system.
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•

Work with industry to expand our ability to collect, evaluate and process industry intelligence
to complement existing labour market information, and conduct relevant and high quality
research.

Performance Measure 1.1: Satisfaction with ITA representation of industry
The independent review, The Industry Training Authority and Trades Training in BC: Recalibrating
for High Performance (2014), recommended that ITA refocus its industry engagement framework.
As a result, ITA will continue to work with industry sector advisory groups to review appropriate
industry engagement measures and will replace this with an improved measure once the sector
advisory groups have provided feedback.

Performance
Measure

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Actual

Forecast

Target

Satisfaction
with ITA
representation
of industry

N/A

N/A

Establish
Benchmark

2014/15
Actual

2015/16

2016/17

Target

Target

To be
reviewed by
sector
advisory
groups

To be
reviewed by
sector
advisory
groups

To be
reviewed by
sector
advisory
groups

Goal 2:
ITA credentials are valued by industry and individuals, and align with
the economic needs of BC.
Strategies:
•

Continue to promote training participation and sponsorship, in partnership with government
and other stakeholders.

•

Expand flexible learning options to reduce the time away from the workplace.

•

Continue to align training with labour market information and provide regional training
opportunities.

•

Continue to expand implementation of standard level exams and ensure consistent assessment
of apprentices at each level of training.

•

Expand industry required non-trades certification process, where applicable.

Goal 2 Performance Measures
Performance Measure 2.1: Credentials Issued
Each credential issued verifies that an additional member of the workforce possesses the occupational
skills needed to carry out a particular trade. This benefits both the individual and the employer.
Credentials issued are the culmination of ITA’s work. All other performance measures either
influence outcomes on this measure or indicate the efficiency with which it is being achieved.
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Performance
Measure

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

Target

Target

Credentials
Issued

8,042

7,059

8,000

7,514

8,250

8,750

Discussion
• Over the past year, ITA issued 6.4% more credentials than 2013/14. However, the increase
fell short of the targeted 11.8% increase to 8,000.
• This is the first year of increase after two years of decline, due largely to market conditions
following the 2008 and 2009 economic downturn.
• ITA anticipates that a portion of apprentices who delayed their training during the economic
downturn will be issued credentials at a later time and that the total number of credentials
issued will continue to grow.
• ITA has deployed new Apprenticeship Advisors to support apprentices and sponsors along
with a new Manager of Apprentice Completions and anticipates that with these resources in
place, the number of credentials issued will continue rising.
Performance Measure 2.2: ITA Investment per Credential Issued
This measure is the ratio of total ITA expenditures to total credentials issued in a given year. Targets
are therefore a function of projected expenditures and targeted credentials issued in future years. As
the investment targets are inherently linked to the number of credentials issued, achievement of this
measure is directly dependent on the number of credentials used.
Performance Measure

ITA Investment per
Credential Issued

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

Target

Target

$13,190

$15,494

$12,057

$13,962

$11,570

$10,909

Discussion:
• In this measure of efficiency, ITA managed to reduce its investment per credential by 9.9 per
cent. However, the measure fell short of its targeted reduction of 22.2 per cent.
• The lower number of credentials issued in 2014/15 (explained in the discussion above)
compared to forecast figures negatively impacted ITA’s performance against this measure.
• ITA’s core budget has remained consistent with previous years.
• ITA is improving its training investment framework and will roll out enhancements in 2015/16
to ensure training investments are efficient and responsive to labour market demands.
Performance Measure 2.3: Satisfaction with ITA Credentials
This measure focuses on ITA’s primary output, and informs continuous improvement efforts. The
satisfaction index is comprised of employer or credential holder satisfaction and importance ratings on
the following statements about ITA credentials:
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Employers
•
•
•

An ITA credential signals that the holder is able to meet the skill needs of your company
An ITA credential signals that the holder will increase your company’s profitability
An ITA credential is valued and requested by your customers

Credential Holders
•
•
•

ITA credential signals to employers that you are able to meet their skills needs
ITA credential gives you a competitive advantage for employment or promotion
ITA credential increases your earning potential
• ITA credential allows you to work in other parts of Canada or abroad

Performance Measure

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

Target

Target

78%
86%

77%
84%

80%
86%

79%
85%

80%
86%

80%
86%

Satisfaction with ITA
Credentials 1
•
•

Employers
Credential Holders

Discussion:
•
•

820 credential holders and 308 employers completed ITA’s performance measurement survey
in December 2014.
Rates of Satisfaction with ITA Credentials for both credential holders and employers were one
per cent below target levels but within the margin of error (+/-3.4 per cent for credential
holders; +/-5.6 per cent for employers) and so can be considered consistent with the targets
outlined in the Service Plan.

Goal 3:

Skills recognition and training pathways to ITA credentials are effective
and meet the needs of industry.

Strategies:
•

Continue to implement enhanced supports for both apprentices and sponsors.

•

Continue to expand and accelerate the development and implementation of competency-based
assessments, providing an alternative credentialing pathway for those with existing skills
(including skills acquired outside BC).

•

Accelerate time to completion by increasing flexible learning opportunities where supported
by industry.

1

Percentages reflect weighted ratings relative to several potential outcomes of holding a credential, including signaling to
employers an ability to meet skill needs, competitive employment advantage, and contribution to earning potential and
employer profitability.
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•

Sustain and continue to refine youth strategy with a particular focus on continuation from high
school to apprenticeship.

•

Foster stronger relationships with industry, training organizations and labour, with a focus on
increasing the number of employer sponsors and improve the completion rates of apprentices.

Performance Measure 3.1: Total Registered Sponsors
The number of sponsors is an approximate indication of the availability of employers and sponsors to
support the work-based training portion of the apprenticeship. Targets are aligned with the target for
the number of credentials issued, and the level of sponsorship participation required to support it, as
well as industry hiring capacity.
Performance
Measure
Total
Registered
Sponsors

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

Target

Target

9,188

9,548

9,500

9,958

9,700

9,900

Discussion:
•
•
•
•

For the second consecutive year, ITA exceeded its target measure for the number of registered
sponsors.
ITA has enhanced its outreach efforts to sponsors through newly-hired Managers of Industry
Relations and 15 regionally-based Apprenticeship Advisors who provide on-the-ground
sponsor support.
New sponsor recognition programs have helped grow recognition of the value of
apprenticeship and grow sponsorship.
New sponsor supports such as the Employer Guidebook has provided sponsors with more
resources to manage apprenticeships and the new online Apprentice Job Match tool helps
match potential sponsors with potential apprentices.

Performance Measure 3.2: Sponsor Value Index
This is a composite measure of employers’ perceptions of the benefits they gain from their investment
in sponsoring and training apprentices. It is intended to inform ITA’s continuous improvement
efforts. The Sponsor Value Index is developed from employers’ satisfaction and importance ratings
on four statements:
•
•
•
•

The training your apprentices receive aligns with the skill needs of your company.
Apprentices increase your company’s profitability.
Apprenticeship training provides your company with a recruiting and retention advantage.
The administrative requirements of sponsoring apprentices are manageable.
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Performance
Measure

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

Target

Target

Sponsor
Value Index 2

76%

77%

78%

77%

79%

80%

Discussion:
•
•
•
•
•

The result is based on a December 2014 survey of 843 sponsors.
The Sponsor Value Index target for 2014/15 is one per cent below target but within the margin
of error (+/-3.4 per cent for current sponsors; +/-8.7 per cent for lapsed sponsors) and so can
be considered consistent with the targets outlined in the Service Plan.
Overall, the majority of sponsors remain satisfied/very satisfied with apprenticeship value in
each of the four measurement areas making up the index.
Sponsors were most satisfied with apprenticeship training’s alignment with their companies’
skill needs as well as the manageable administration requirements associated with
sponsorship.
ITA utilizes the Sponsor Value Index as well as the component variables and other survey data
to inform continuous improvement efforts.

Performance Measure 3.3: Continuation from Foundation to Apprenticeship
This measure reflects ITA’s emphasis on ensuring pre-apprenticeship programs are closely
workplace-linked, focused on trade-specific job-readiness and provide effective pathways to
apprenticeship. Targets reflect achievable and meaningful levels of continuous improvement and
align with the targeted number of credentials issued over time.
Performance
Measure

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

Target

Target

Continuation
from
Foundation to
Apprenticeship 3

51%

54%

53%

57%

54%

54%

Discussion:
•
•

Continuation Rates from Foundation Programs into Apprenticeship have been on an upward
trend and have risen by six percentage points since 2012/13.
For the second straight year, the Continuation Rate rose by three percent over the previous
year, and exceeded ITA’s target by four percent.

2

Score reflects weighted ratings relative to several aspects of sponsorship value including contribution to profitability,
recruitment and retention advantage, and manageable administrative requirements.
3
This measure is based on continuation by participants in Foundation programs.
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ITA has worked closely with training providers to ensure Foundation participants are being
adequately prepared for Apprenticeship in order to maximize investment in those training spaces and
in 2015/16 ITA will unveil new incentives that will continue improving the continuation rate.
Performance Measure 3.4: Capacity Utilization
The percentage of seats filled in ITA-funded technical training programs is one measure of the
efficiency with which funding is allocated within the training delivery budget.
Performance
Measure
Capacity
Utilization

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Actual

Actual

Target

Actual

Target

Target

89.6%

90.5%

88.0%

90.2%

88.5%

90%

Discussion:
•
•
•

Training delivery investment saw actual utilization rates finish above the target for the second
straight year.
ITA worked with training providers to implement new mechanisms that ensure training
investments go towards in-demand programs, which helps to increase capacity utilization.
For every one per cent increase in capacity utilization, more than 200 additional people are
trained.

Financial Report
Management Discussion and Analysis
Revenues
Consistent with prior years, ITA’s 2014/15 revenues consisted mainly of core funding of $94.4
million from the provincial government.
ITA received $9 million in funding through the Canada- British Columbia Job Fund (CJF), to support
the engagement and training of under-represented groups in the trades: women, new Canadians and
Aboriginal people. The decline from the $14.8 million level of funding in 2013/14 reflects the
transition period between the expiry of the BC Canada Labour Market Agreement on March 31, 2014
to the newly negotiated Canada-British Columbia Job Fund (starting April 1, 2014).
ITA generated approximately $1 million through assessments, investment income and royalties –
revenues that fund the production of learning resources, and the management of certification and level
exam challenge assessments.
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Expenditures
Expenditures in 2014/15 reflect a continued focus on industry engagement, youth engagement,
accessibility of training to under-represented groups, and apprenticeship awareness and outreach
programs, in line with the Government’s Letter of Expectations and the 2014/15 Service Plan.
Historically, ITA, through several Industry Training Organizations (ITOs), had focused significant
investment towards updating all program standards. As a result of the McDonald Report released in
May 2014, ITA discontinued the ITO service contracts. Services formerly provided by the ITOs were
brought in house, including: industry engagement, program standard development and challenge
assessments. ITA increased its staff complement by 35 employees, predominantly in industry and
apprentice support and program development roles. This allowed ITA to provide more efficient and
effective service to industry and apprentices, to manage program development and to simultaneously
redirect over $1 million towards youth engagement, and outreach programs.
ITA realigned its financial resources in the 2014/2015 Service Plan to achieve the outcomes
articulated in the Government’s Letter of Expectations.
2014/2015 Surplus
Effective surplus management strategies resulted in a surplus of $191 thousand, a significant decline
from the 2013/14 level of $1.2 million.
As a crown agency, ITA is precluded from incurring debt, and annual operating surpluses are
transferred to accumulated surplus, which is restricted to expenditures for capital assets.
At the end of fiscal 2014/15, ITA had an accumulated surplus of $22 million. Approximately $2
million was directed towards office expansion to accommodate new staff and additional space and
meeting rooms required for operations. The $2 million consists of $1.2 million in lease improvements
and $800,000 in equipment and furniture. However, the latter will be offset by $800,000 in tenant
inducements from the building landlord. ITA will record the tenant inducements as deferred revenue
on the Statement of Financial Position, and will recognize equal amounts as revenue over the term of
the lease to 2024, meaning the net overall capital cost for the expanded space will be $1.2M.
An additional $500 thousand was used to begin the development of a new digital platform designed to
increase industry, apprentice and youth engagement, improve customer service, and provide ITA with
business intelligence to better align training investment with market demand. Going forward, the
accumulated surplus will be used primarily to further enhance the new digital platform.

Future Financial Outlook
ITA will continue to work with the Ministry of Jobs, Tourism, Skills and Training to advance
government priorities and direction articulated in the Government’s Letter of Expectation, the 2014
McDonald Report, and BC’s Skills for Jobs Blueprint. This includes continued implementation of the
Youth Apprenticeship Strategy which will create expenditure pressures for ITA.
ITA investments in a new digital platform will facilitate industry, apprentice and youth engagement,
while providing business intelligence to ITA. This will further allow ITA to continuously adjust and
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align training investment with demand and provide a world class apprenticeship management
system. The technology will be deployed in stages over three years.

As of the date of this report, ITA had received interim Canada Job Fund (CJF) funding for 2015/16 of
$1.4 million. The CJF is currently in the process of finalizing its procurement process and ITA
expects to receive further funding to continue its work with underrepresented groups including
women, immigrants and aboriginal people.
Other Areas
Major expenditure categories for ITA in 2014/15 included training delivery, labour supply initiatives,
assessment and certification, industry engagement and core expenditures.
Accumulated surplus will continue to be used primarily to build and enhance the new digital platform.
ITA had no capital projects greater than $50 million in 2014/15.
Trends, Risks and Opportunities
As a result of ITA’s mandate review, in 2014/15 ITA engaged in a review of its training investment
process. Through consultation with industry and training providers, ITA has proposed a new, more
flexible funding framework that better aligns investment with labour market demand, incents
outcomes, has accountability measures built in, and is a multi-year approach to funding. The new
framework also recognizes and adjusts for the increased delivery cost of programs, currently funded at
levels set over a decade ago. Once approved, this framework will be introduced in 2015/16 and will
become effective 2016/17.
For 2015/16, ITA’s training investment will continue to be aligned with the regional economic needs
of British Columbia as identified in the Province’s labour market information. However, certain
aspects of the new framework will be introduced and piloted this year. The funding will remain at
$78 million, representing over 80% of the core budget, with an additional $3.5 million made available
through the Labour Market Demand Fund. The funding will be focused on high priority sectors and
the expected high demand jobs, and program parameters will be adjusted to also support innovative
models of delivery. Training investment for apprentices is already aligned to demand, as apprentices
have jobs. Foundation investment will be focused on high demand trades, and on programs that lead
to higher completion rates and entrance into the apprenticeship programs. Training investment for
labour supply target areas – such as youth and underrepresented groups – will be focused towards
improving continuation rates into the apprenticeship pathway.
The number of ITA credentials issued increased by 6% over 2013/14 and the number of registered
sponsors increased by 5%. This can be attributed to BC’s strengthening economy, as well as focused
industry engagement efforts within ITA. Future performance targets are on an upward trend,
reflective of the strengthening provincial economy.
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